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Universal Belting Resource

Conveyor Belts Fitted With Cleats and
Sidewalls

Additional Customer Details required before fabrication
Customer name: ____________________________________________
1

Date: _________________

Length of flight and position from edge of belt if inset
Cleat Length: _________________________

Inset: _________________________

2

Pitch of Cleats: _________________________

Number of Cleats to be welded to belt: ________________________

3

Number of Cleats to be supplied loose: _________________________ Total number: _________________________

4

Special instructions: ___________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
If cleats are to be fitted between sidewalls, these will have a base dimension of just under the distance
between the sidewall bases and the overall length of just under the diatance between the sidewalls. This
avoids distortion of either the sidewall convolutions or the flights.
Tick as required
Cleats will be cut as A, with Vertical ends. (note: for PU belts only)
Cleats will be cut as B, No overlap on sidewall foot. (note: for PU & PVC)
Even if A is requested this will not totally eliminate small products moving around the end of some cleats.

A Cleat with vertical ends
PU cleats only

Sidewall

Not Welded

Sidewall

Sidewall

Not Welded

B Cleat with no over lap on sidewall foot
PU & PVC cleats

Sidewall

.

Universal Belting Resource

Conveyor Belts Fitted With Cleats and
Sidewalls

Additional Customer Details required before fabrication
Customer name: ____________________________________________

Date: _________________

Please insert the required dimensions in the relevant brackets:
1. Belt Length: ______________

Tolerances: (Width) __________ (Length) __________ (Cleats/ Sidewall) __________

5. Belt edge to sidewall:

3. Height of sidewall: _________

___________

6. Sidewall Centers: __________

7. Inside to inside of sidewalls: ___________

8. Inside base to inside base: __________

4. Belt edge to outside base of sidewall: __________
2. Belt width: __________
9. Amount of sidewall to be left loose for subsequent joining: __________

Customer must establish whether item 4, 5 or 7 is the critical dimension: __________

SW20

20mm

SW30

30mm

50mm

2.36"

1.18"

1.18"

1.18"

SW50

SW40

40mm

60mm

SW60

2.36"

80mm

SW80

2.36"

